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Dark and Hurrying Days Robert Menzies 1993 Dark and Hurrying Days is the text of a diary kept by Robert
Mawson Tim Jarvis 2008 In Mawson: Life and Death in Antarctica, explorer Tim Jarvis relives Sir Douglas

Menzies, then Prime Minister of Australia, of his experiences during a wartime trip to England in 1941. It was a

Mawson's extraordinary polar survival journey of 1912-13. Battling against ferocious blizzards and headwinds,

grim time when British cities were enduring heavy bombing and German invasion seemed imminent. Menzies'

Jarvis struggles to overcome extreme isolation, physical deprivation and his own self-doubt. He embarks on his

Diary reveals the shifting feelings and fears which these experiences engendered in him, and is of prime

hellish journey using the same equipment, clothing and starvation rations as Mawson had available to him almost a

importance in capturing the brooding spirit of this grim time.

century ago in an attempt to answer some of the questions and controversies surrounding Mawson's tragic

The Great Betrayal David Day 1988 Paperback edition of a history first published in 1988. Analyses Anglo-

expedition in which both of his companions died. This is the story of two journeys, undertaken a century apart, to

Australian relations in the context of WWII and discusses the defence implications for Australia of British military

the limits of human endurance.

policies. The author has written widely on WWII, and is the author of TMenzies and Churchill at War' and

Empire Lost Andrew Stewart 2008-11-18 Using government records, private letters and diaries and contemporary

TReluctant Nation'.

media sources, this book examines the key themes affecting the relationship between Britain and the Dominions

Menzies & Churchill at War David Day 1986 In 1941, in the midst of British defeats in Greece and the Middle East,

during the Second World War, the Empire's last great conflict. It asks why this political and military coalition was

a bitter conflict was taking place between two of the most charismatic leaders of the time, Winston Churchill,

ultimately successful in overcoming the challenge of the Axis powers but, in the process, proved unable to

Prime Minister of Britain, and Robert Menzies, Prime Minister of Australia. At issue were the conflicting

preserve itself. Although these changes were inevitable the manner of the evolution was sometimes painful, as

demands of prosecuting the war while protecting the Empire--yet in later years both leaders sought to gloss over

Britain's wartime economic decline left its political position exposed in a changing post-war international system.

their violent division over the best course of action. Drawing on meticulous and original research into private

Never Surrender John Kelly 2015-10-20 “WWII scholar John Kelly triumphs again” (Vanity Fair) in this

papers and diaries, David Day outlines in highly readable fashion their fascinating struggle for power.

remarkably vivid account of a key moment in Western history: The critical six months in 1940 when Winston

Menzies & Churchill at War David Day 1988 Recounts the divisions between Churchill and Australian Prime

Churchill debated whether England should fight Nazi Germany—and then decided to “never surrender.” London

Minister Robert Menzies in 1941, describes the political opposition to Churchill and explains why Menzies wanted

in April, 1940, is a place of great fear and conflict. The Germans have taken Poland, France, Holland, Belgium, and

to replace the British Prime Minister

Czechoslovakia. The Nazi war machine now menaces Britain, even as America remains uncommitted to providing

Reluctant Nation David Day 1992 Based on private diaries and confidential papers, this study traces the spread of

military aid. Should Britain negotiate with Germany? The members of the War Cabinet bicker, yell, and are

World War II across the Pacific. It reinterprets standard assumptions regarding the war in Europe and the

divided. Churchill, leading the faction to fight, and Lord Halifax, cautioning that prudence is the way to survive,

eventual involvement of the USA in World War II, as well as the effect of the war in Australia.

attempt to usurp one another by any means possible. In Never Surrender, we feel we are alongside these complex

"C" Anthony Cave Brown 1987 The only journalist ever to interview "C" presents a definitive, illustrated

and imperfect men, determining the fate of the British Empire, and perhaps, the world. Drawing on the War

biography of the British spymaster and a chronicle of his legendary career

Cabinet papers, other government documents, private diaries, newspaper accounts, and memoirs, historian John

Joseph Lyons Anne Henderson 2011 The first full biography of Australia's prime minister between 1932 and 1939,

Kelly tells the story of the summer of 1940. Kelly takes readers from the battlefield to Parliament, to the

Joseph Aloysius Lyons, who dominated Australian politics throughout the 1930's

government ministries, to the British high command, to the desperate Anglo-French conference in Paris and

na Max Hastings 2010-05-27 Pre-eminent military historian Max Hastings presents Winston Churchill as he has

London, to the American embassy in London, and to life with the ordinary Britons. We see Churchill seize the

never been seen before. In this vivid biography, #1 bestselling historian Max Hastings tells the story of how

historical moment and ultimately inspire his government, military, and people to fight. Kelly brings to life one of

Churchill led a nation through its darkest hour. A moving, dramatic narrative of crisis and fortitude, Hastings offers

the most heroic moments of the twentieth century and intimately portrays some of its largest players—Churchill,

one of the finest biographies of one of Britain's finest men. When Churchill took power as Prime Minister in 1940,

Lord Halifax, Hitler, FDR, Joe Kennedy, and others. Never Surrender is a fabulous, grand narrative of a crucial

it was with the unprecedented support of the nation. People rallied behind their new commander in

period in World War II and the men and women who shaped it. “For lovers of minute-by-minute history, it’s a

extraordinary fashion, but thereafter, as Hastings argues, there came a deep divide. Churchill was a hero, a dogged

feast” (Huffington Post).

worker dedicated to steering the country through the war. He expected more from the British people than they

Andrew Fisher David Day 2008-01-01 Andrew Fisher, Australian Prime MInister three times from 1908-1915. He

were perhaps able to deliver. Taking us on an intimate, stirring journey through the war years, Hastings tells a

gave us the Commonwealth Bank, old age pensions, a transcontinental rail line, laid the foundation stone for

story of triumphs and tragedies. In Churchill, who was to become a paragon of leadership in tough times, he finds

Canberra and took Australians into the First World War and Gallipoli. He was one of Australia's great nation-

both folly and nobility. In the British nation as it faced its greatest challenge, he takes us through moments of both

builders, yet his story is largely, and unjustly, unknown.

weakness and tremendous strength. 'One of the best books ever written about Churchill ... He has drawn on

Churchill's Empire Richard Toye 2010-08-03 The imperial aspect of Churchill's career tends to be airbrushed out,

copious original sources and consulted experts familiar with them, enabling him to cast fresh light on familiar

while the battles against Nazism are heavily foregrounded. A charmer and a bully, Winston Churchill was driven

episodes ... A magnificent performance' Sunday Times 'The book's portrait of Churchill is scrupulously fair and

by a belief that the English were a superior race, whose goals went beyond individual interests to offer an

often deeply moving ... In fact Hastings excels with all his character portraits, especially with Roosevelt and Stalin.

enduring good to the entire world. No better example exists than Churchill's resolve to stand alone against a more

Hastings is truly a master of strategy and high command' Antony Beevor, Mail on Sunday

powerful Hitler in 1940 while the world's democracies fell to their knees. But there is also the Churchill who

The Forgotten People Robert Menzies 2018-03 75th Anniversary Edition. First Published in 1943.

frequently inveighed against human rights, nationalism, and constitutional progress—the imperialist who could

Butterworths Employment Law Handbook Peter Wallington 1993

celebrate racism and believed India was unsuited to democracy. Drawing on newly released documents and an

Continue to Pester, Nag and Bite Martin Gilbert 2010-07-23 Renowned Churchill historian Sir Martin Gilbert

uncanny ability to separate the facts from the overblown reputation (by mid-career Churchill had become a global

examines Winston Churchill’s War Leadership. Continue to Pester, Nag and Bite is the complete text of the 2004

brand), Richard Toye provides the first comprehensive analysis of Churchill's relationship with the empire. Instead

Barbara Frum Historical Lecture, given at the University of Toronto. This annual lecture “on a subject of

of locating Churchill's position on a simple left/right spectrum, Toye demonstrates how the statesman evolved and

contemporary interest in historical perspective” was established in memory of Barbara Frum and will be broadcast

challenges the reader to understand his need to reconcile the demands of conscience with those of political

on CBC Radio One’s Ideas. “The problem is not winning the war, but persuading people to let you win it.”

conformity.

—Winston Churchill Continue To Pester, Nag And Bite is a brilliant, in-depth look at Winston Churchill’s

In Command of History David Reynolds 2012-09-19 Winston Churchill was one of the giants of the twentieth

leadership during the Second World War, written by the world’s top authority on Churchill. By looking behind

century. As Britain’s prime minister from 1940 to 1945, he courageously led his nation and the world away from

the public figure and wartime propaganda images, Gilbert reveals a very human, sensitive and often tormented

appeasement, into war, and on to triumph over the Axis dictators. His classic six-volume account of those years,

man, who nevertheless found the strength to lead his nation forward from the darkest and most dangerous of

The Second World War, has shaped our perceptions of the conflict and secured Churchill’s place as its most

times, towards the defeat of a tenacious enemy. Today’s readers will be fascinated to compare Churchill’s tactics and

important chronicler. Now, for the first time, a book explains how Churchill wrote this masterwork, and in the

attitudes with those of modern-day leaders. By looking behind the public figure and wartime propaganda images,

process enhances and often revises our understanding of one of history’s most complex, vivid, and eloquent leaders.

Gilbert reveals a very human, sensitive, and often tormented man, who nevertheless found the strength to lead

In Command of History sheds new light on Churchill in his multiple, often overlapping roles as warrior, statesman,

his nation forward from the darkest and most dangerous of times, towards the defeat of a tenacious enemy.

politician, and historian. Citing excerpts from the drafts and correspondence for Churchill’s magnum opus, David

Backroom Briefings Frederick T. Smith 1997 Backroom Briefings shows a Prime Minister acute in analysis,

Reynolds opens our eyes to the myriad forces that shaped its final form. We see how Churchill’ s manuscripts

vigorous in language and confident of his decisions—a unique insight into the qualities and style of a man whose

were vetted by Whitehall to conceal secrets such as the breaking of the Enigma code by British spymasters at

political career and prime ministership have, until now, been poorly documented.

Bletchley Park, and how Churchill himself edited the volumes to avoid offending postwar statesmen such as Tito,

Antarctica David Day 2013 Explains the history of Antarctica, focusing on the explorers and sailors drawn to the

Charles de Gaulle, and Dwight D. Eisenhower. We explore his confusions about the true story of the atomic bomb,

continent, the scientific investigations that have taken place there, and the geopolitical implications of the landmass.

learn of his second thoughts about Stalin, and watch him repackage himself as a consistent advocate of the D-Day

Chifley David Day 2002-07-31 Biography of Ben Chifley (1885-1951), Australian Labor Prime Minister 1945-49.

landings. In Command of History is a major work that forces us to reconsider much received wisdom about World

Recounts his early life in the goldfields country of New South Wales, his controversial marriage outside the

War II. It also peels back the covers from an unjustly neglected period of Churchill’s life, his “second wilderness”

Catholic faith, his beginnings as a engine driver and his advancement to Australian leader. Policies he introduced

years, 1945—1951. During this time Churchill, now over seventy, wrote himself into history, politicked himself

after the Second World War included mass immigration, improved social services, the Snowy Mountain Scheme

back into 10 Downing Street, and delivered some of the most vital oratory of his career, including his pivotal “iron

and a commitment to civil liberties. Includes photos, bibliography and index. Author is a senior Research Fellow at

curtain” speech. Exhaustively researched and dazzlingly written, this is a revelatory portrait of one of the world’s

La Trobe University in Melbourne and has written widely on Australian history, including 'John Curtin: A Life'

most profiled figures, a work by a historian in full command of his craft. “A fascinating account that accomplishes

and 'Smugglers and Sailors'.

the impossible: [Reynolds] actually finds something new and interesting to say about one of the most chronicled

Claiming a Continent David Day 2001 Explores the events which have shaped Australia from 1788, and places

characters of all time.” –The New York Times Book Review A New York Times NOTABLE BOOK OF THE

them within the context of the ancient continent's long and glorious story of possession, dispossession, and

YEAR A BEST HISTORY OF THE YEAR SELECTION –The New York Sun NOTE: This edition does not

proprietorship. This book won the non-fiction prize at the 1996 South Australian Festival Awards for Literature.

include photographs.

Australia's War with France Richard James 2017-09-05 1941: Great Britain is fighting for its very existence.

The 20th Century Go-N Frank N. Magill 2014-03-05 Each volume of the Dictionary of World Biography contains

France has surrendered and installed Marshal Pétain, an ageing reactionary, as head of a hostile new government

250 entries on the lives of the individuals who shaped their times and left their mark on world history. This is not

at Vichy. The Allied outpost in Egypt, and the Suez Canal—its strategic jewel—are threatened on both sizes. To the

a who's who. Instead, each entry provides an in-depth essay on the life and career of the individual concerned.

west, Rommel is rampaging through North Africa. To the east, the Germans are arming rebels and fostering an

Essays commence with a quick reference section that provides basic facts on the individual's life and achievements.

uprising in British Iraq. Churchill’s cabinet is reeling after disastrous campaign in Greece. There are fears of a

The extended biography places the life and works of the individual within an historical context, and the summary

German takeover in Vichy-controlled Syria and Lebanon, where a languishing French colonial army may fall in

at the end of each essay provides a synopsis of the individual's place in history. All entries conclude with a fully

line with the Nazis. Churchill orders a disgruntled General Wavell to take the offensive, assuming that the French

annotated bibliography.

will not put up a fight against an Allied show of force. The only troops available are a division of Australians, the

The Secret Servant Anthony Cave Brown 1989 An authorized biography of the spymaster Sir Stewart Menzies,

7th: untested recruits, digging ditches in the Egyptian desert. This is the story of how the 7th Division came to

head of secret intelligence service during the War. Anthony Cave Brown reveals spying operations both for and

fight against the Army of the Levant—Australia against France—in the rocky hills of Lebanon and the barren

against the allies, as well as controversial revelations about Philby whose betrayal had vast repercussions on

wastes of Syria. Contrary to Churchill’s expectations, the French resisted viciously. The Australians won the war,

Menzies.

but at the price of more than 400 young men, sons of Anzacs who had fought to defend France in the trenches of
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the western Front. The British were embarrassed, the campaign was forgotten, and the Australians who fought

qualities-his strength of will, singleness of purpose, his refusal to 'give way, in things great or small, large or petty',

were dubbed ‘the silent men.’ No contemporary Australian historian has studied the conflict. British and French

the power of his imagination to set grim reality at defiance, his mastery of the English language-that made

accounts exist, but fail to do justice to the Australian contribution. Through interviews with the veterans, archival

Winston Churchill, as the philosopher Isaiah Berlin described him, 'the saviour of his country, the largest human
"C"

records, and on-the-ground research, this book seeks to understand a neglected campaign and give it a proper place

being of his time'." Winston Churchill was a titan of the 20th Century, universally acknowledged as one of the

in Australian history.

greatest leaders
of his age. Yet his relationship with Australia was a fraught one, tainted by the military failure of
Dreamers
and Schemers

The Great Betrayal David Day 1989 In the early days of World War II, Great Britain and Australia fell tragically at

the Gallipoli campaign in the First War, and the disaster of Singapore in the Second. Churchill the patrician,

odds. Australia had always rallied to the British colors, confident the Mother Country would reciprocate. But as

descendant of dukes, could not appreciate Australia's dearly held egalitarianism, while Churchill the imperial

war broke out in the Pacific, the Australians found themselves alone, and Britain's promise came to nothing.

statesman was impatient, and at times intolerant, of Australia's growing urge towards independence. The

Photos.

relationship between the two would span the first 50 tumultuous years of the 20th Century, from the Boer War

Man of the Century John Ramsden 2002 Man of the Century is the often surprising story of how Winston

through to opening salvoes of the Cold War, and act as a fascinating backdrop to Australia's maturity from a

Churchill, in the last years of his life, carefully crafted his reputation for posterity, revealing him to be perhaps the

collection of autonomous colonies to full nationhood. Written with extraordinary narrative verve, and relying on

twentieth century's first, and most gifted, "spin doctor." Ramsden draws on fresh material and extensive research

exhaustive research and a true insider's knowledge of the political world, this is history written at its compelling

on three continents to argue that the statesman's force of personality and romantic, imperial notion of Britain has

best. Winner of the Walkley Award for Non-fiction 2008

contributed directly to many of the political debates of the last decades -- including American involvement in

Menzies at War Anne Henderson 2014-07-01 In the months following his resignation as PM in late August 1941,

Vietnam and the role of the Anglo-American alliance in promoting and protecting a certain vision of world order.

Menzies swayed between relief at his release from the burdens of office as PM and despair that his life at the top

Letters to my Daughter Robert Menzies 2011-08-01 A fascinating insight into the political and private life of

had come to so little. Many followers of Australian political history, including Liberal party supporters, forget that

Australia's longest-serving prime minister. As Australia's longest-serving Prime Minister and the founder of the

Robert Menzies had many years in the political wilderness not knowing he would end up being Australia’s

Liberal Party, Sir Robert Menzies is a towering figure in our political and cultural history. Letters to My Daughter

longest-serving prime minister. This book focuses on the period between 1941, when Menzies lost the prime-

is a collection of letters written by Menzies to his only daughter, Heather, throughout the fifties, sixties and

ministership, to 1949, when he regained it. In the interim he travelled around the world, spending an extended

seventies, when she was living overseas with her diplomat husband. They are full of warmth, love, humour and

time in Britain during World War II, set up the Liberal Party and, the author argues, developed the leadership

insights both political and personal and they allow us to see a completely different side of a man most Australians

qualities that made him so successful. Anne Henderson refers to this time as his real political blooding.

think of as a rather stern and forbidding authoritarian figure. The letters are so beautifully written they make you

ANZUS and the Early Cold War Andrew Kelly 2018-09-05 The ANZUS Alliance was a defence arrangement

realise what a lost art letter writing is, and they are introduced by Heather herself, who explains the insider

between Australia, New Zealand and the United States that shaped international policy in the aftermath of the

references and humorous asides. The collection also includes fascinating correspondence between Menzies and

Second World War and the early stages of the Cold War. Forged by influential individuals and impacting on global

leaders of the day, including President John F. Kennedy and Gough Whitlam. Even the most rusted-on Labor

events including the Japanese Peace Treaty, the Korean War and the Suez Crisis, the ANZUS Alliance was a

voter will come away with a different view of Menzies and his legacy after reading this book.

crucial factor in the seismic changes that took place in the second half of the twentieth century. In this compact and

John Curtin's War John Edwards 2018 John Curtin became Australia's Prime Minister eight weeks before Japan

accessible study, Andrew Kelly lays out the tensions that underpinned the formation of the Alliance, as each

launched war in the Pacific. Curtin's struggle for power against Joe Lyons and Bob Menzies, his dramatic use of it

power sought to extract maximum influence and prestige. He examines how the ANZUS powers worked

when he took office in October 1941, and his determination to be heard in Washington and London as Japan

together (or failed to do so) when responding to massive global events including the rise of the People’s Republic

advanced, is a political epic unmatched in Australian experience. As Japan sank much of the Allied navy, advanced

of China and the waning of the British Empire. Kelly comprehensively explores the reasons why Australia and

on the great British naval base at Singapore, and seized Australian territories in New Guinea, Curtin remade

New Zealand disagreed so regularly about mutual security issues, how US global leadership shaped ANZUS, and

Australia. Using much new material John Edwards' vivid, landmark biography places Curtin as a man of his times,

the British impact on the trilateral relationship, and outlines how these issues set the foundations for today’s world

puzzling through the immense changes in Australia and its region released by the mighty shock of the Pacific

order. ANZUS and the Early Cold War is essential reading for historians of Australian, New Zealand and American

War. It shows Curtin not as a hero and certainly not as a villain but as the pivotal figure making his uncertain way

international relations in the twentieth century. Its concise format and readable style will also appeal to general

between what Australia was, and what it would become. It locates the turning point in Australian history not at

readers interested in the history and foreign policies of these nations, and to anyone who wants to know more

Gallipoli or the Western Front or even Federation but in the Pacific War and in Curtin's Prime Ministership. This

about the individual and geopolitical tensions that beset any major alliance.
Anthony Cave Brown 1989 Traces the life and career of British master spy Menzies, who played a pivotal role

two volume work is a major contribution to Australian biography, and to how we understand our history. In this
first part, Edwards takes Curtin's story from the late nineteenth century socialist ferment in Melbourne through to

in intelligence activities during World War II

his appointment as prime minister and a Japanese onslaught so complete and successful that within a few months

Frank Bongiorno 2022-11-01 In this compelling and comprehensive work, renowned

of launching it military leaders in Tokyo debated between the options of invading Australia, or sealing it off from

historian Frank Bongiorno presents a social and cultural history of Australia's political life, from pre-settlement

Allied help.

Indigenous systems to the present day. Depicting a wonderful parade of dreamers and schemers, Bongiorno

Australia's Empire Deryck Marshall Schreuder 2008-02-07 Australia's Empire is the first collaborative evaluation of

surveys moments of political renewal and sheds fresh light on our democratic life. From local pubs and meeting

Australia's imperial experience in more than a generation. Bringing together poltical, cultural, and aboriginal

halls to the parliament and cabinet; from pamphleteers and stump orators to party agents and operatives - this

understandings of the past, it argues that the legacies of empire continue to influence the fabric of modern

enthralling account looks at the political insiders in the halls of power, as well as the agitators and outsiders who

Australian society.

sought to shape the nation from the margins. A work of political history like no other, Dreamers and Schemers

Contraband & Controversy David Day 1996 Sequel to 'Smugglers and Sailors', this second volume in a two-volume

will transform the way you look at Australian politics.

history of the Australian Customs Service deals with events from 1901 onwards. Based on departmental archives

Imperial Sunset Max Beloff 1989-06-18 An account of the British Empire, this study examines its transition into the

and interviews with serving and retired customs officers, it discusses topics such as tariffs, censorship and drug

Commonwealth, its policies towards defence, the effect of the world depression, the moves towards trusteeship and

detection. Traces the impact of the Customs Service on the development of Australian society and places it in

indirect rule, its part in World War II and the prospects for the future.

historical context. Includes references, a bibliography and an index. A hardcover edition is also available. The

Empire Lost Andrew Stewart 2008-09-18 Using government records, private letters and diaries and contemporary

author is Keith Cameron, professor of Australian history at University College, Dublin. His other books include

media sources, this book examines the key themes affecting the relationship between Britain and the Dominions

'Menzies and Churchill at War' and 'Reluctant Nation'. Special leatherbound edition.

during the Second World War, the Empire's last great conflict. It asks why this political and military coalition was

Stanley Melbourne Bruce David Lee 2010-07-22 Australia's Prime Minister and premier diplomat in the

ultimately successful in overcoming the challenge of the Axis powers but, in the process, proved unable to

1930/1940s, this new biography presents him as a consistent internationalist and places him in a global context. >

preserve itself. Although these changes were inevitable the manner of the evolution was sometimes painful, as

British World Policy and the Projection of Global Power, c.1830-1960 T. G. Otte 2019-09-26 Reshapes the discourse

Britain's wartime economic decline left its political position exposed in a changing post-war international system.

surrounding the nature of British global power in this crucial period of transformation in international politics.

Menzies in War and Peace Frank Cain 1997 Researched and written in the aftermath of the Cold War, which

Churchill and Australia Graham Freudenberg 2008-11-01 "Australia seemed to bring out the worst in Winston

conditioned so many of the previous interpretations, this book makes a new and timely contribution to our

Churchill. Often enough to form a discernible pattern, Australia found itself on the wrong side of the very

understanding of Menzie's international policies in war and peace.
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